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Abstract. We establish a pumping lemma for real-time deterministic context-free languages. The 
pumping lemma is useful to prove that a given deterministic context-free language isnot real-time. 
The proving scheme by the pumping lemma is shown by a number of examples. 
1. Introduction 
The family of context-free languages is the most important language family for 
the study of compiler design techniques and language specifications. In particular, 
characterizations of deterministic context-free languages by automata re important 
for parsing problems [6, 10]. Several subclasses of deterministic ontext-free 
languages have been studied in such a way that we ask ourselves whether placing 
restrictions on the deterministic pushdown automata ffects the family of languages 
accepted [7, 8, 9, 14]. The real-time deterministic context-free languages are one of 
such subclasses. 
In this paper we establish a pumping lemma for the real-time deterministic 
context-free languages. This lemma is an interesting character of the subclass and 
useful to show that a given deterministic context-free language is not real-time. 
Mainly we employ the definitions and notation given in standard texts such 
as [6] or [11]. If w is a word (i.e., a string of symbols), then Iwl denotes its length. 
e denotes the word of zero length. If x is a pair of words, then Ixl denotes the length 
of its second component (i.e., if x = (q, ~), then Ixl = I,,I). If S is a set, #(S)  denotes 
the number of elements in $. 
A deterministic pushdown automaton (abbreviated DPDA) is a deterministic 
acceptor with a one-way input tape, a pushdown tape, and a finite state control. It 
can be specified by a 7-tuple (Q, ~, F, 8, qo, Zo, F), where 
(1) Q is a finite set of states, 
(2) ~ is a finite set of input symbols (the input alphabet), 
(3) F is a finite set of pushdown symbols (the pushdown alphabet), 
(4) qo is in Q (the initial state), 
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(5) Zo is in F (the start symbol), 
(6) F_  Q (the set of final states), and 
(7) 8 is a mapping from Q x (~ u {e}) x F to the finite subsets of Q x F* which 
has the following restrictions: For each q in Q and Z in F, (i) either 8(q, a, Z) 
contains exactly one element for all a in 2 and-8(q, e, Z)  = 0, or B(q, e, Z)  contains 
exactly one element and 8(q, a, Z) = 0 for each a in ~, and (ii) if 8(q, m Zo) ~ ~) for 
7r in 2: w {e}, then 8(q, 7r, Z0) = {(p, Zoy)} for some p in Q and 3' in F*. 
Certain strings over F are interpreted as the contents of the pushdown store. We 
assume that the bottom of the store is on the left and that the top is on the right. 
A configuration is a pair from Q ×F*. The initial configuration (qo, Zo) is denoted 
by cs. A DPDA makes a move (q, aA)~-~'(p, a3,) if and only if there is some 
transition 8(q, ~r, A) = (p, 3,). In particular, if 7r = e, it is called an e-move. If ~r is 
in 2, then this symbol is considered to have been read. A computation is a sequence 
of such moves through successive configurations. Suppose w is a string over ~ (i.e., 
w is in ~*).  If we obtain configuration c' from configuration c by the successive 
read of w, the computation is denoted by c~ -w c'. The language accepted by M is 
denoted by L(M). That is, L(M) = {w in ~*[Cs = (qo, Zo) t -w c, the first component 
of c belongs to F}. The language accepted by a DPDA is called a deterministic 
context-free language (abbreviated DCFL). 
Let ct --w c' be a computation. Cl is a stacking configuration i the computation if 
and only if it is not followed by any configuration of height <~[c1[ in the computation. 
Note that, whether or not c~ is a stacking configuration depends on what computation 
is considered. That is, if we say that cz is a stacking configuration i the computation 
c~ -w c', it means that c~ is a stacking configuration for the whole of ct -w c'. 
DPDA M = (Q, 2~, F, 8, qo, Z0, F) is said_ to be quasi-real-time if and only if 
there exists an integer t~>0 such that, for any q, q' in Q and 3,, 3,' in F*, 
(q, 3/) ~-'- • • t -"  (q', 3,') implies that the number of steps of this computation is not 
greater than t. In particular, M is said to be real-time if and only if t = 0 (i.e., if 
and only if 8(q, e, Z) = ~ for all q in Q and Z in F). A language L is called (quasi-) 
real-time if and only if L = L(M) for some (quasi-) real-time DPDA M. Our (quasi-) 
real-time DCFL's correspond to Ao-(quasi-) real-time languages defined in [7] and 
[9]. It is known that the class of quasi-real-time DCFL's coincides with the class of 
real-time DCFL's [7, 9]. It is straightforward to show that any real-time DCFL can 
be accepted by a real-time DPDA with the following restriction (-t-): 
For each (q, a, A) in Q x,~ xF, if 8(q, a, A) is defined, 
then ]8(q, a, a)l<~2 (i.e., if 8(q, a ,A)=(p,  3,), then 13,1<--2). ( * )  
Without loss of generality we may therefore consider that any real-time DPDA has 
restriction (,k) from now on. 
2. Pumping lemmas for real-time DCFL's 
The pumping lemma and Ogden's lemma are useful and fundamental properties 
of CFL's [1, 6, 17]. Wise [19] has established a necessary and sufficient version of 
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the classic pumping lemma for CFL's, and Jaffe [12] has established a necessary 
and sufficient pumping lemma for regular languages. Stanat and Weiss [18] have 
recently shown another characterization f regular languages using a modified 
pumping lemma. It is interesting to ask whether we can derive a useful pumping 
lemma for each of the well-known subclasses of DCFL's, or to ask whether we can 
establish a necessary and sufficient pumping lemma for such a subclass. Boasson 
[4] has given an iteration theorem (i.e., a pumping lemma) for deterministic one 
counter languages, Beatty [2, 3] has established two such theorems for LL(k) 
languages, and, recently, Krevner and Yehudai [15] have established an iteration 
theorem for simPle precedence languages. The reader can find a recent bibliography 
on pumping results in [ 16]. 
In this section we first show a simple pumping lemma for real-time DCFL's. Then 
we show a version of the pumping lemma which will be useful to show that a 
language isnot a real-time DCFL. Although the first lemma (simple pumping lemma) 
is not useful to prove that languages are not real-time DCFL's, it serves as an 
introduction to the proof technique used in the proof of the second lemma. 
Definition 2.1. Let L be a language (i.e., a subset of ,~*). x in 2"  is equivalent under 
L to y in .,~* (denoted by x ~LY) if and only if for any w in Z* both xw and yw 
are in L or both xw and yw are not in L. 
The relation -----~L is an equivalence r lation on Z*. x ~LY means that x and y are 
not equivalent under L. 
Definition 2.2. Let M = (Q, 2, F, 8, qo, Zo, F) be a real-time DPDA. For w in 2*, 
CONFM(w) (or CONF(w) when M is understood) is the configuration of M when 
input string w has been read (i.e., (qo, Zo) ~-wCONF(w)). 
Lemma 2.3 (simple pumping lemma for real-time DCFL's). Let L be a real-time 
DCFL. Then there is a pair of  constants  k 1 > 0 and k2, depending only on L, that 
¢atisfy the following property (.): 
(*) I f  xl, x2 , . . . ,  x, are n strings over ~, such that: 
(*_~) for  any l <~i<j<~n, Xi ~L Xj, and 
(*-2) for  each i (1 <~ i<~ n) there is a y~ in ~,* satisfying 
(*-2-1)xtYi is in L, and 
(*-2-2) [y,l~< (log2 n)/  kl + k2, 
hen for at least one r (1 <~ r<~ n) we may write Xr=X,,X,2X,3 such that 
IxJ >t l, and 
(*_4) for  all t>~O, Xr,(Xr~)'Xry~ is in L. 
Proof. Let L be recognized by a real-time DPDA M = (Q, ~, F, 8, qo, Zo, F). Without 
oss of generality we may assume that #(F )  is not less than 2. Let 
kl = log2 # (F) and 
k2 = (log2(# (F ) -  1)-  log2 # (Q))/log2 #(F)  -#(Q)# (F ) -  1. 
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Note that k 2 may be negative. Let xl, x2, . . . ,  x, be n strings over Z that satisfy 
(*-l) and (*-2) above, and let h =max{[CONF(xi)[[1 <~ i<~ n}. From (*-1) all of 
CONF(xx), CONF(x2) , . . . ,  CONF(x~) are distinct. Therefore, #(Q) ( I+#(F)+ 
• " "q -  (#(F ) )  h-l) ~ n. (Note that the leftmost symbol of the pushdown store is always 
Zo.) Solving this inequality we have 
h> (log2 n + log2(#(F) -  1)-log2 #(Q))/log2 #(F)  
= (log2 n)/k ,  + k2+ #(Q)#(r )+ 1. 
Let r be an index such that h = ICONF(xr)[. From this inequality and (*--2--2) it 
follows that ICONF(xr)l> I. Since M is a real-time DPDA, at 
most one pushdown symbol can be popped from the pushdown store for each input 
symbol. We also assume that the length of the pushdown store can increase by at 
most one for each input symbol. Therefore, for the whole computation of the input 
string Xryr there are at least #(Q)#(F)+I  stacking configurations among the 
configurations from cs to CONF(xr). Hence, there are at least two configurations 
in this part such that their pairs of the states and the top pushdown store symbols 
are identical. Let these configurations be CONF(xr,) and CONF(xr, Xr2). Since x,yr 
is in L, for all t>~O, Xr,(Xr2)tXr3Yr is in L, where Xr=Xr, Xr2X,3 and Ix,21 1. We should 
notice that this lemma holds vacuously for small values of n. [] 
The above lemma is not strong enough to be used as a tool for proving that a 
given DCFL is not real-time. For example, L = {a'bJcka'[ i >10,j >- k >>- 0} is not a 
real-time DCFL. However, since Lemma 2.3 cannot specify a pumping range, we 
cannot lead any contradiction by using Lemma 2.3 from the assumption that L is 
a real-time DCFL. We, therefore, are requested to prepare a more powerful version 
of Lemma 2.3 for this purpose• This situation is analogous to the fact that Ogden's 
lemma is more powerful than the classic pumping lemma for CFL's. The next lemma 
is such a version for real-time DCFL's. That is, for a certain string, Lemma 2.4 can 
specify a pumping range of the string. 
Lemma 2.4 (pumping lemma for real-time DCFL's). Let L be a real-time DCFL. 
Then there exist constants kl, k2> 0 and k3, depending only on L, that satisfy the 
following property ( t ): 
(t) Let n be an integer such that n>kl ,  and let m be an integer. I f  there are n 
strings x l , . . . ,  x,  over ,Y, such that for each pair of i and j  (1 <~ i<~ n, 1 <~j<<- m) there 
is a string y# satisfying 
(t - l )  for each i (1 <~ i < - n) and for any pair of jl and j2 (1 <~Jl <j2 ~< m), 
xiYOl ~ L xiyij2, 
( t-2) for any pair of il and i2 (1 <<-il < i2 <~ n) and for any pair of jl and j2 
(1 <~ jt <~ m, 1 <~ j2 <~ m) the concatenation of x~, and any initial substring 
of  y~j, and the concatenation of x~ 2 and any initial substring of y~ are 
not equivalent under L (i.e., if y~,j, is an initial substring of y~zj,, and if 
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Y~d2 is an initial substring of  yi~, then x~,y~,j~ ~ L x~:Y~zj:) (Notice that i I 7 ~ i 2 
in (?-2). Therefore, condition ( ?_~) is independent f rom condition (~f-2) , 
and 
('1"-3) for each pair o f  i (1 ~ i<~ n) and j (1 ~j<<- m) there exists a string, w 0 
such that xyow~j is in L and Iwo[ <~ (log2 m)/k2+ k3, 
then there exists at least one pair o f  p and q (1 <~ p <<- n, 1 <<- q <~ ra ) such that 
(?-4) we may write xp = Xp~Xp~Xr~, where Ixr~[ >>-1, and 
(?-5) for all t>~ O, Xp,(Xm)tXmypqWpq is in L. 
Proof. Let L be accepted by a real-time DPDA M = (Q, ~, F, 6, qo, Zo, F). Without 
loss of generality we may assume that # (F) is not less than 2. The proof will proceed 
as the proof of the previous lemma. Let 
kt = #(Q)(1 +#(F)+. . .  +(# (r)) 
and let 
and k2 = log #(F ) ,  
k3 = ( log2(#(F) -  1)- log2 # (Q))/log2 #(F) -#(Q)#(F) -  1. 
Note that k3 may be negative. In this case k3 is actually negative. If m <~ kl, then 
(log2 m)/kz+ k3 <0. In this case, for any pair of i (1 <~ i<~ n) and j  (1 <~j~< m) there 
does not exist w~j satisfying (?-3)- Therefore, in this case the assertion of the lemma 
holds vacuously. We suppose that m>k~ and that there exist x~ (1~ i<~n), Yo 
(l<_i<~n, l<~j<-m) and w 0 (l<~i<~n, l<-j<~m) satisfying (?-l),  (1"-2) and (t-a), 
where n'> k~. 
Consider the following classes of strings over ,~: 
A(1) = {x,y, , ,  xly12, . . . , x,y,,,,}, 
A(  2 ) = {x2Y2,, x2Y22, . . . , x2Y2m}, 
A(  n ) = {x,,y,,i, x,,y,,2, . . . , x,,y,,m}. 
From (t - l )  for each i ( 1 ~< i ~< n) all of CONF(xty,~), CONF(x~vi2),. . . ,  CONF(xiYim) 
should be distinct. Therefore, for each i (1 <~ i~ n) there exists at least one element 
in A(i) ,  say xtYo,, such that ICONF(x v,j,)[ I> g, where g is the least integer satisfying 
#(Q)(1 + # (F) +- • • + (#(F )  g-~) >~ m. (Note that the leftmost symbol of the push- 
down store is always Zo. Therefore, the superscript of the last term of the left-hand 
side is g -  1 instead of g.) Let these strings be x~y~jl, x2Y2s~,..., x,,y,,j. For each i 
(1 ~< i <~ n) let )70, be an initial substring of Yo, such that 
ICONF(x07,j,)[ = min{lCONF(x  )llT0, is an initial substring of Yo,}. 
From (?--2) all of CONF(xDTIjl), CONF(x2J~2j2) , .  • . ,  CONF(x,JT,s. ) should be distinct. 
From this fact and n > k~ there exists at least one element, say xv~pjp, among 
xo71j,, x2372j2,..., x,07,j, such that ICONF(xp)Tpjp) 1/> #(Q)#(F)+2. That is, for any 
initial substring Ypsp of Ypsp, [CONF(xpypJ~)I>'#(Q)#(F) +2. (Note again that the 
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leftmost symbol of the pushdown store is always Z0. Therefore, the fight-hand side 
of the inequality is #(Q)#(F)  + 2 instead of #(Q)#(F)  + 1.) Hence, for the compu- 
tation from cs to CONF(xpypjp) there are at least #(Q)#(F)+ 1 stacking configur- 
ations in the first Ix, l steps. Since [CONF(xpypjp)l>-g and Iwpj, l<~(log2m)/k2+k3,  
the height of the pushdown store during the last I Wpj,[ steps of computation cs = 
(qo, Zo)~-" • .~CONF(xpyp jw,~, )  is at least #(Q)#(F)+2.  Hence, for the computa- 
tion cs ~-. • • ~ CONF(xpypjwpjp) the first # (Q)# (F) + 1 stacking configurations locate 
in the first [xpl steps of the computation. Thus there are at least two stacking 
configurations in the first ]xp] steps of the computation c~ ~- • • • ~ CONF(xpyt,jWpjp) 
such that their pairs of states and top symbols of the pushdown store are identical. 
Let these stacking configurations be CONF(xp~) and CONF(xp~xm), where Ixml ~> 1. 
Removing or repeating the part of the computation corresponding to x~ does not 
affect the last state of the whole computation. Since Xpypjwpj, is in L, for all t >i 0, 
Xpl(Xt~)tx~ypqWpq is  in L, where q =jp and xp = xp, xmxp~. [] 
For a certain string in a real-time DCFL, Lemma 2.4 specifies a range of the 
pumping position of the string, whereas Lemma 2.3 does not. This specification of 
the range of the pumping position is indispensable to use the lemma as a tool to 
show that a given language is not a real-time DCFL. 
3. Applications 
The pumping lemma (Lemma 2.4) for real-time DCFL's guarantees a scheme for 
proving that a given language is not a real-time DCFL. We show this proving scheme 
by giving some examples. 
Example 3.1. LI = {aibJa i, aJbicil i , j  >1 1}. 
Harrison and Havel have proved that L~ is not a A2-real-time language [7, Theorem 
2.4]. The class of A2-real-time languages is properly included in the class of 
Ao-real-time languages (i.e., real-time DCFL's of this paper) [7]. By using Lemma 
2.4 we can easily show that L~ is not a real-time DCFL. 
Assume for the sake of contradiction that L1 is a real-time DCFL. Let kl, k2, and 
k3 be constants described in Lemma 2.4. Let n > k~ and let m be an integer such 
i that n ~< (log2 m)/k2+ k3. We choose xi = a ,  yij = b/, and w 0 = a i for each i ( 1 ~< i <~ n) 
and j (1 ~<j~< m). Then (I"-1), (t-2) and (t-3) are satisfied. Then from (t-4) and 
(t-5) for some pair of i and j we may write a i= ai'at~a ~, where /2 ~> 1 and, for all 
t ~> 0, ai~(a6)ta~bia i is in L~. This is a contradiction. We, therefore, conclude that 
L~ is not a real-time DCFL. 
Lemma 2.4 is powerful enough for our purpose. In fact, we do not know at present 
any DCFL that is not real-time but that cannot be proved by Lemma 2.4 not to be 
real-time. However, it may be valuable to prepare a version of Lemma 2.4 that 
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seems to be easier for the reader to use. In the rest of this section we describe such 
a version although it is essentially the same as Lemma 2.4. 
Definition 3.2. Let f (n )  be a function from nonnegative integers to nonnegative 
integers. A language L is said to be f(n)-characteristic if and only if the following 
property (~) is satisfied: 
(~) For arbitrary positive integers n and m, there exist n strings x~, x2 , . . . ,  x, 
and mn strings y~j (1 ~< i<~ n, 1 ~<j<~ m) (not necessarily different) such that 
(~_~) for each i ( l<~i~<n) and for any pair ofj~ and j2 (l<~j~<j2<~m), 
x~vo~ L x~vq2, 
(~r-2) for any pair of  i~ and i2 (l<~i~<i2<~n), anyj~ (l~<jl~<m) and any 
,h (1 <~j2~ < m), the concatenation f x~, and any initial substring of y~v, 
and the concatenation of xi~ and any initial substring of y~ are not 
equivalent under L, and 
(~-3) for any pair of i and j there exists a string w~y such that 
(~'--3--1) 
(~--3--2) 
(¢:--3--3) 
Iw,jl  f(n), 
x~v~jw o is in L, and 
for any non-null substring x~' of x~, there exists a nonnegative 
integer t such that x[ (x~)'~vijw~j is not in L, where xi = x[x;'~. 
Lemma 3.3. I f  there is a function f (n )  such that L is f(n)-characteristic, then L is not 
a real-time DCFL. 
Proof. Let L be f(n)-characteristic. Assume for the sake of contradiction that L is 
accepted by a real-time DPDA M = (Q, ,S, F, 6, qo, Zo, F). Let n and m be integers 
such that n > kl and f (n )  <~ (log2m)/k2+ k3, where k~, k2, and k3 are constants given 
in the proof of Lemma 2.4. Let x~ (l<~i<~n), Yo ( l~i<~n,l<~j<~m), and w 0 
(l<~i<~n, l<~j~m)  be strings satisfying conditions ('~-_]), ('¢r-2) and (~'-3) of 
Definition 3.2. These strings satisfy conditions (t_l), (t-2) and (t-3) of Lemma 2.4. 
Therefore, (I--4) and (?-5) of Lemma 2.4 should hold since L is assumed to be a 
real-time DCFL. However, (?-4) and (~'-5) of Lemma 2.4 are contrary to (~'-3-3) 
of Definition 3.2. We, therefore, conclude that our assumption is wrong. That is, L 
is not a real-time DCFL. [] 
Example 3.4. L2={aibJai, a~bJcbdaili, j>~l}. This language has been given by 
Ginsburg and Greibach [5] as an example of a DCFL that is not real-time. By using 
Lemma 3.3 we prove that/-.2 is not a real-time DCFL. 
Let f (n )  = n. For n >i 1 
n, l<~j<~m), and wo=a i
Definition 3.2 hold. That 
real-time DCFL. 
and m~>l we choose x i=a i (l<~i~<n), yo=l~ (1~<i~ < 
(1 <~ i~ < n, 1 <~j~< m). Then (~'-1), (¢r-2) and ('~-3) in 
is, L2 is n-characteristic. From Lemma 3.3, L2 is not a 
Example 3.5. L3 = {aibickai[ i >I 1,j >>- k >I 1}. Let f (n)  = n + 1. For n/> 1 and m i> 1 
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we choose x~ = a ~ (1 <~ i < - n), Yo = bj (1 ~< i~ < n, 1 ~<j~< m), and w~j = ca ~ (1 <~ i<~ n, 1 <~ 
j<~m).  Then (-~-_~), (~-2)  and (~-3)  in Definit ion 3.2 hold. Therefore, L 3 is 
(n + 1)-characteristic, and from Lemma 3.3 it is not a real-time DCFL. 
Example 3.6. L 4 = { a ~bJcPd q [ i, j, p, q >I 1, i ~ q and j ~ p }. Let f (n )  = n [ + n + 1. For 
n~>l and m~>l we choose x~=a ~ ( l<~i<~n), y~j=b/+z ( l<~i<~n, l<~j<~m),  and 
w 0 = cdi'+i(1 ~< i<~ n, 1 <~j<~ m). Then it is obvious that ( '~-l) ,  ('~'-2), ('~-3-1) and 
('~-3-2) in Definit ion 3.2 hold. For any non-nul l  substring flr of  a i, r= [at[ is a 
divisor of  i!. Thus we can write a~-r(ar) <~/~)+1 = a ~'+~. Therefore, for any r (1 ~< r<~ i) 
and t= i!/r,  ai-r(a~)t+lbJ+tcd i'+i= a~t+ibi+~cd ~'+~ is not in L4. Thus (~-3-3) in 
Definition 3.2 holds, too. Therefore, L4 is (n !+n+l ) -character i s t i c ,  and from 
Lemma 3.3 it is not a real-time DCFL.  
Note that L5 = {aibJckail l  <~j<~ k, i>~ 1} is a real-time DCFL. Therefore, for any 
function f (n ) ,  L5 is not f (n)-character ist ic .  For example, suppose that for n i> 1 
and m 1> 1 we choose xi = a i ( 1 <~ i <~ n) and Yo = bj (1 <~ i <~ n, 1 ~ j  <~ m). In this case, 
when m is sufficiently large compared with f (n ) ,  say m = 2f(n) ,  we cannot choose 
any wij ( l<- i<~n, l<~j<~m) that satisfies ('~'-3-~) and (~'-3-2) in Definition 3.2 
simultaneously. Therefore, these choices of xi (1 <~ i~ < n) and y~j (1 <~j<~ m) are not 
successful to show that L5 would  be f(n)-character ist ic.  
We do not know at present whether Lemma 2.4 is a sufficient condit ion for 
real-time DCFL's .  We invite the reader to consider the fol lowing problems worthy 
of further investigation. 
(1) Is Lemma 2.4 a necessary and sufficient condit ion for real-time DCFL's?  
(2) Find an elegant characterization of real-time DCFL's. 
(3) Find a useful pumping lemma for an interesting language family. 
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